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Abstract

This report outlines work with Karsten Große-Brauckmann and Rob Kusner
on the classification of certain families of embedded surfaces with constant mean
curvature, as presented in a talk at the Fukuoka meeting on Integrable Systems,
Geometry and Visualization.

CMC surfaces

We consider complete surfaces of finite topology immersed in Euclidean spaceR3.
That is, our surfaces are (conformally) parametrized by some compact Riemann sur-
face of genusg ≥ 0 from whichk ≥ 0 points (punctures) have been removed. The
mean curvatureH of such a surface is simply the laplacian of the immersion, rescaled
by the conformal factor in order to be independent of parametrization. Minimal sur-
faces, whereH ≡ 0, are seen to be conformally parametrized by harmonic functions.
Surfaces of nonzero constant mean curvature can be rescaled to haveH ≡ 1.

Consider first the compact casek = 0. Alexandrov proved that the round sphere
is the only compact embedded surface of constant mean curvature. It was a surprise
later when Wente gave another compact immersed example, the Wente torus. By now,
integrable systems methods have given many such examples. However, Alexandrov’s
uniqueness proof does apply to a class slightly more general than embedded surfaces.
We will say that a finite-topology mean-convex surface isAlexandrov-embeddedif each
end is embedded and the surface bounds (on the side of the inward mean-curvature
normal) an immersed handlebody.

While embeddedness is a natural characterization of certain families of minimal
surfaces, this is no longer the case for nonzero mean curvature: here the maximum
principle prevents the development of new self-intersections only when the surface ori-
entations agree. The Alexandrov-embedded condition does describes a natural family,
but it is hard to tell exactly which of the surfaces are then truly embedded.

We will make the convention that aCMC surface means a complete, Alexandrov-
embedded surface of finite topology withH ≡ 1. Then Alexandrov’s result says that
the unit sphere is the only compactCMC surface. Meeks showed that there are noCMC

surfaces with only end (k = 1).
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The study ofCMC surfaces in this sense was advanced by Korevaar, Kusner and
Solomon in a 1986 paper. They showed that each end is (exponentially) asymptotic
to an unduloid. Each end carries aforce, directed along the asymptotic axis of the
unduloid, of strengthn(2π−n). These forces must balance in the sense that their sum
vanishes and the torque they induce vanishes. Furthermore, if all the axes lie in some
planeP then the surface is necessarily mirror-symmetric acrossP , in the strong sense
that either half is a graph over its projection toP .

Force balancing implies that fork = 2 the two ends have opposite axes along a
common line; together with the symmetry condition, this means the onlyCMC surfaces
with two ends are surfaces of revolution (withg = 0).

Delaunay had described, much earlier, theseCMC surfaces of revolution, called
unduloids: the family is parametrized by the necksizen ∈ (0, π], the length of the
shortest closed geodesic. Here, the valuen = π corresponds to the round cylinder of
radius 1

2 , and in the limitn → 0 the surfaces approach a chain of tangent spherical
beads.

Moduli spaces ofCMC surfaces

We now consider the moduli spaceMg,k of all CMC surfaces withk ends and genusg,
where we label the ends and identify surfaces differing merely by euclidean motions.
In general, fork > 2, it is known from work of Kusner, Mazzeo and Pollack thatMg,k

has the local structure of a real-analytic variety. The idea here is to describe the surfaces
by asymptotic data of each end: an unduloid is described by four parameters for the
position of its axis in space plus two parameters for the necksize and the phase of the
necks along the axis. These six parameters have a natural symplectic pairing.

We call aCMC surfaceM ∈ Mg,k nondegenerate if there are noL2 solutions to
the Jacobi equation. Note that a Jacobi field which does not change the asymptotic data
of some end must decay exponentially along that end, while one that does change the
data fails to decay. Thus the square-integrable Jacobi fields are exactly those which
preserve all the asymptotic data (to first order).

Intuitively, then, nondegeneracy means there is no way to deform the surface, while
maintaining the conditionH = 1 to first order, without changing the asymptotic data
of at least one end. Near any nondegenerateM , the moduli spaceMg,k is a manifold
of dimension3k− 6. In fact, if we look locally at theR6k of asymptotic end data, then
Mg,k is the quotient of a Lagrangian submanifold by the group of euclidean motions,
explaining the dimension count.

For k = 3 we call theCMC surfacestriunduloids; they all have coplanar ends and
thus a mirror symmetry. Fork > 3, we can consider withinMg,k the subvariety con-
sisting of thosek-ended surfaces whose ends are coplanar; the family of suchcoplanar
k-unduloidshas expected dimension2k − 3.
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Classification results

The main result of my work with Große-Brauckmann and Kusner is a classification,
for eachk > 2, of the coplanark-unduloids of genus zero. Calling the moduli space
of such surfacesMk, we provide a homeomorphism fromMk to a connected mani-
fold Dk of dimension2k− 3 with a known combinatorial description. In particularD3

andD4 are simply the open balls of dimension3 and5, respectively; our description
for higherk is not yet as explicit.

Our approach builds on the conjugate cousin construction described by Lawson
in 1970. Lawson showed that any simply connectedCMC surface patchM ⊂ R3 has
an isometricconjugate cousinM̃ ⊂ S3, a minimal surface. For instance, the cousin of
an unduloid is a spherical helicoid, with the neck circles corresponding to the axis of
the helicoid. Lawson originally described the cousin in terms of its shape operator—
second-order differential information about the surface. By giving instead a first-order
description, we find that at corresponding points ofM and M̃ the surface normals
agree in the Hopf sense. This means that the normals are identified as follows: we use
left-translation in the Lie groupS3 to identify all tangent spaces with the Lie algebra;
this in turn is identified withR3 (and its tangent spaces). On conjugate cousin surfaces,
the normals are identified, and the tangent spaces are rotated by one quarter turn.

Any coplanark-unduloid M has a mirror plane, and wheng = 0, the upper
half M+ is simply connected: a disk. Thus the Lawson construction applies. Each of
thek boundary components ofM+ is a planar geodesic with constant vertical conor-
mal vector. Our first-order description of the cousin then implies that it is a minimal
disk whose boundary lies alongk great circles in the standard Hopf fibration ofS3.

Under Hopf projection, these great circles becomek points inS2. For k = 3 this
can serve as our classifying map; triunduloids of genus zero are classified by triples of
distinct points inS2 modulo rotation. (These form an open3-ball.) The necksizes of
the triunduloid are exactly the sidelengths of this spherical triangle. See Figure 1.

However, to handlek ≥ 3 in general we need to pass to what is almost a covering
space; we consider the Hopf projection not just of thek boundary curves but of the
entire cousin disk. This gives an immersed disk inS2 with special properties, what
we call ak-point metric. This is simply defined as a spherical metric on the disk with
exactlyk points in its completion boundary. Our classifying spaceDk is the set of all
k-point metrics, which we show is a manifold of dimension2k − 3.

To summarize the discussion above, our classifying mapΦ : Mk → Dk is defined
by taking the upper half ofM ∈ Mk, finding its cousin inS3, and Hopf-projecting
to S2. As for triunduloids, thek necksizes ofM are the spherical distances between
successive completion points in thek-point metricΦ(M).

Outline of proof

Having defined a classifying mapΦ : Mk → Dk, we claim that it is a homeomor-
phism. The injectivity is essentially a uniqueness claim for a minimal surface inS3

with given boundary data. We prove this via the maximum principle, applied not di-
rectly in the sphere but in an appropriate covering of the Hopf bundle over thek-point
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Figure 1:Three triunduloids (top), and their classifying spherical triples (bottom). The triun-
duloid in the middle has necksizesπ

2
, 2π

3
and 5π

6
, summing to2π, so its classifying triple is

equatorial. In all columns, the points of the triples lie on these same meridians, but on the left
and right, the common latitude is±π

4
instead of0. These two mirror-image triples correspond

to a pair of triunduloids with a common set of three necksizes, the smallest of which isπ
3

.

metricΦ(M). Injectivity implies thatMk cannot have more than the expected dimen-
sion2k − 3.

Properness of the classifying map follows from fairly standard area and curvature
bounds on compact parts of moduli space. Whenk > 3 we note that a coplanar
k-unduloid usually hasmidsegments, pieces close to a finite-length section of an undu-
loid. If the necksize along such a midsegment shrinks towards0, as in Figure 2, there
is no uniform curvature bound; but in this case we show we leave every compact subset
ofMk.

A gluing construction of Mazzeo and Pacard lets us glue unduloid ends onto a non-
degenerate minimal surface of Cosı́n and Ros, yielding a coplanark-unduloid which is
known to be nondegenerate. Thus, the moduli spaceMk has the full expected dimen-
sion2k − 3 there.

Our main theorem, that the classifying mapΦ is a homeomorphism, now follows
from a topological lemma: a proper, injective map from a variety to a manifold of the
same dimension must be surjective and in fact a homeomorphism.

Qualitative descriptions

Triunduloids of genus zero are almost described by their three necksizes. By our de-
scription of the classifying map, these necksizes must satisfy the spherical triangle
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Figure 2:This family of 4-unduloids of fixed necksizeπ/2 shows how curvature can blow up
along a midsegment.

inequalities:
n1 + n2 + n3 ≤ 2π, ni ≤ nj + nk.

Conversely, given three necksizes satisfying these inequalities, there are usually exactly
two triunduloids with these necksizes (classified by mirror-image triples onS2). These
two differ in the shape of their central junction: in one surface this looks more like a
sphere, while in the other it is more like a minimal trinoid. The exceptions are exactly
when one of the triangle inequalities fails to be strict. For suchequatorialtriunduloids,
the classifying triple lies on a great circle and thus is its own mirror image; there is no
other triunduloid with the same necksizes.

By the force balancing condition, the necksizes explicitly determine the anglesαi

between the axes of successive ends. Indeed,ni(2π − ni)/ sinαi is independent of
i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The necksizes, as sidelengths of the spherical triangle, also explicitly
determine the triangle’s exterior anglesui via spherical trigonometry:sinni/ sinui is
again independent ofi. We can also consider theasymptotic spacingai between necks
on two consecutive ends; this is the length (moduloπ) between necks of the two ends,
along the horizontal mirror curve. Trigonometry of a right-angled hexagon inS3 gives
ui = 2ai − αi. (These last equations appeared in our 1998 preprint but not in the
published versions of our work on triunduloids.)

As mentioned above, the classification theorem describes families of Alexandrov-
embedded surfaces, and it is hard to tell exactly which of the surfaces are embedded.
However, numerical simulations of triunduloids make it clear that most are embedded;
the only exceptions arise when two ends of relatively small necksize also have a small
angle between them. Then the first bubbles on these two ends may overlap.

For k > 3, it seems clear that “most” of the moduli spaceMg,k should consist
of surfaces with long midsegments connecting triunduloid-like junctions. Here local
overlaps near a single junction are again possible, as in Figure 3(left), but also the axes
of two ends or midsegments can get close enough in space to cause a self-intersection.
Any one of these events still has low “probability”, but ask gets large there is an ever
increasing chance of nonembeddedness somewhere.

For coplanark-unduloids withk > 3, the necksizes no longer determine the angles
between the ends, as illustrated in Figure 3, since force balancing can be satisfied in
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Figure 3: For k > 3, the necksizes of a coplanark-unduloid do not determine the angles
between the ends, as illustrated by this family of4-unduloids where all necksizes areπ/2.

many ways. (The equationui = 2ai − αi is still valid, however.)

However, again “most” surfaces (those far out in the covering spaceDk) have long
midsegments and essentially result from end-to-end gluing of triunduloids, so the an-
gles of the ends can be approximated from those of the triunduloids. Note, however,
that the anglesαi can be negative: it is quite possible for consecutive ends of the
coplanark-unduloid to be crossed. Indeed, ask increases it seems quite rare to find an
embedded coplanark-unduloid, even though all are Alexandrov-embedded by defini-
tion.

For the casek = 3, the moduli spaceM3 is a three-ball. The triunduloids with a
cylindrical end are classified by those triples which include some antipodal pair. These
trace out three proper arcsγi withinM3. For any other triunduloid (with no cylindrical
end) asymptotic necks can be identified along each end. If we follow a loop inM3

avoiding theγi, we can follow one particular neck on the surface: if the loop links the
γi, the neck will move inwards or outwards. We refer to this behavior informally as the
triunduloid pump, creating or destroying bubbles along one end as we cycle around, as
shown in Figure 4.

Regularity questions

The classification theorem says that the moduli spaceMk is a manifold, suggesting
that in fact all coplanark-unduloids of genus zero might be nondegenerate. But it
leaves this question open, along with the related question of whether the classifying
map itself is a diffeomorphism.

Recent work of Korevaar, Kusner and Ratzkin examines the nondegeneracy of
coplanark-unduloids. They define a conjugate cousin operation on Jacobi fields, and
use this to consider separately those with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions.
They prove that almost all triunduloids of genus zero are nondegenerate; the only pos-
sible exceptions being the equatorial family, of codimension one. We have hopes of
being able to extend this result to show that all coplanark-unduloids are nondegener-
ate.

Although most of our work has been restricted to the case of genus zero, we expect
that some of the results will extend to coplanarCMC surfaces of higher genus, like the
two symmetric examples in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: A loop in the moduli space of triunduloids. When we circle around the line along
which one end is cylindrical (center) a bubble is created along that end, in the so-called triundu-
loid pump.
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Figure 5:These two coplanarCMC surfaces have genus one andD3 symmetry; the one on the
left has three ends while the one on the right has six.
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